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At the end of any build there is a punchlist. That punchlist can change from house to house and is almost 

constantly being added to. Here we have compiled a list of the more common items as well as a list of the 

commonly used trim fixtures. 

 

Materials Needed 

1. Trim fixtures 

a. Two 24-inch towel bars 

b. Two toilet paper rollers 

c. 2 hand towel rings 

d. Drywall anchors 

e. Door stops 

f. 2 ea. 60” metal mesh clothes washer hoses 

g. 1 metal mesh Dishwasher supply hose 60” (drain hose comes with dishwasher) 

h. If homeowner bought washer/dryer, buy dryer vent (supplied hoses go to restore) 

i. Combo TV/phone cover plates and Phone only cover plate for kitchen if not installed by electrician 

j. Bypass door pulls (2 1/8” dia brass colored, 3 sets of 2) 

k. Oak trim, ¾” wide x ¼” thick with ¼” round along 1 edge only.  Stained and finish to match cabinets 

l. Flex gas line are provided by mfg   

m. If homeowner did not buy microwave, buy range hood and pigtail. 

n. Rolls of the carpet/vinyl temporary protector material 

o. Cheapest homeowner ladder for crawl access 

p. House numbers 

q. 2 each Bath mirrors (,1 ea. 24 X 30, (main fl ½ bath) 1 ea. 30 X 36 (Upstairs bath) 

2. Caulk 

3. Drill 

4. Finish gun 

5. Cabinet scribe 

6. Cleaning supplies 

7. Toe kick 

8.  

 

Construction 

1. In the upstairs bathroom install the towel bar by the tub, the toilet paper roller by the toilet and the towel ring by 

the mirror. Downstairs hang the toilet paper roll by the toilet, the towel ring on the door and the towel bar across 

from the bathroom vanity. You will probably need to use drywall anchors as there is a very small chance you will 

be able to screw into studs. Make sure to use a level when installing the towel bars and toilet rollers.  

2. Install the smaller mirror centered over the vanity and vertical in the downstairs bathroom using the included 

mirror clips. Install the larger mirror horizontally over the upstairs vanity, also centered. 

3. Install the doorstops on each of the doors. Open the door until it hits the wall and then you can figure out how 

where the doorstop should go on the baseboard. If the door doesn’t open into a wall install a hinge stop. The hinge 

stop should go on the top hinge of the door. Adjust the hinge stop so that it stops the door sufficiently before it 

hits the wall.  

4. Install house numbers on the front of the house. If the front of the house is brick install house numbers on a 

decorative wood plate and mount that to the brick using concrete screws.  
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5. Caulk windows to drywall. As needed, touch up caulk around doors and baseboards. 

6. Install long screws in all exterior doors. Two 3” long screws in each hinge, replacing short screws delivered by 

mfg. This should have been done when the doors where installed 

7. Install blinds.  

8. As necessary to cover gaps to the wall, install oak scribe around the kitchen and bath cabinets 

9. Install toe kick on the kitchen and bathroom cabinets 

10. Connect washer/dryer. Includes dryer pig tail 

11. Install dishwasher. Connect supply line, electric and drain. Drain must be tie-wrapped to the plumbing trap pipe. 

12. Install stove and stove tip bracket 

13. Install refrigerator. As necessary, assemble shelves and bins.  As necessary, disassemble and reverse the 

refrigerator hinges so it opens in the direction toward the sink and cabinets. 

14.  Install range hood or microwave. Connect external vent duct to microwave or hood via a transition fitting. 

15. As necessary, trim out the attic crawl space cover, install EPDM seal, weight and insulation.  

16. Verify crawl space wall and rim joist insulation is complete 

17. Install TV & phone cover plates.  

a. Use crimping tool to attach a connector to coax wire and to backside of plate.  

b.  4 of the CAT 5 wires are connected to the wall plate. 4 are wrapped back on the wire – saved for 

possible future use.  

i. CAT5 Blue to connector Red 

ii. CAT5 Blue/White to connector Green 

iii. CAT5 Orange to connector Yellow 

iv. CAT5 Orange/White to connector Black 

18. Connect telephone wires in crawl space or garage. All of same color hooked together. 

19. As necessary, add drywall mud around outlet and switch boxes to fill any gaps around the switch or outlet trim 

plates. 

20. Touch up paint (multiple times, as needed) 

21. Clean house thoroughly including floors, countertops, appliances, windows, bathrooms, floors, and windows.  

22. Finally spread self-stick plastic on carpeted floors to ensure they stay clean.  
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Safety 

 
21 Electrocution Connecting fixtures, etc on a 

hot circuit or one worker 
turns off a breaker and then 
another worker turns it back 
on. 

No hot electric work ever allowed. Use 
Lockout/tag-out clamps to lock a circuit off. 

 

22 Electrocution someone puts hands inside 
circuit breaker panel while 
protective panel is not in 
place or not secure 

Panel cover must be attached as soon as the 
mains are live.  
 
No work inside a hot panel is allowed. 

 

 
50 Tools - Hand 

and Power 
Miter saw - one hand pulling 
trigger on handle, other hand 
too close to cut zone, hand 
cut 

If necessary, switch hands so hand holding the 
material is well away from blade. Do not trim 
very small pieces. Cut a new small piece for a 
larger piece that will allow you holding hand to 
be far away from blade. 

 

65 Power 
Tools 

The table saw is, arguably, 
the most dangerous power 
tool on site. It is very easy to 
get your fingers too close to 
the blade, especially when 
ripping small pieces. 

1) on large sheets, always use a minimum 
of 3 people – one guiding lumber against 
fence, one helping with in-feed and one 
helping with out-feed. 2) on small pieces, 
always use a push stick – never have 
fingers closer than 6 inches to blade. 3) 
Run blade at its lowest height adequate to 
cut your material. 
 

 

51 Tools - Hand 
and Power 

Defective or dull power tool Red tag defective or dull tools. Do not put back 
such tools back in the POD exposing some other 
worker to the same risk. 
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26 Hazardous 
Material 

Some solvents used in final 
trimout/cleanup 

Wear safety glasses 
 
Check MSDS and inquire that worker does not have 
any particularly sever sensitivity  
 
Keep your head (eyes, nose, mouth) well away from 
these substances. If you get it on your hands, keep 
your hands well away from your eyes, nose, mouth. 
Wash your hands with soap and water promptly after 
use 

 

I have heard and understood the briefings on how to use the tools required for this activity. I have heard 

and understood the methods we use to do this activity 

Date ___________________________ 

_________________ Instructor  Name    _________________________ Signature 

_________________________ Name    _________________________ Signature 
 


